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BRANCH AND BOUND METHOD FOR 
INDEPENDENT AND DOMINATED SETS IN GRAPH 

TEODOR TOADERE ION COZAC 

Abstract. In this paper a type of problem that may be solved using the branch and bound 
method is presented. There are also presented two graph theory problems in order to 
illustrate the branch and bound method. The problems considered here is to determine 
the (interior stable) independent and dominated sets of a graph. 

1. Introduction 

There are many ways to introduce the basic notions of graph theory, and in 

particular the notion of graph itself. 

By a partially directed graph (or briefly, by a graph) we understand an ordered 

quadruple G (V, E, 1, O), where V and E are disjoint sets, and I and O are binary relations 
on the cartesian product ExV so that for every u eE we have: 1 s |Iwl s 2, |(W\sl, and 

Ou) e lu) (the symbol |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A). If for every u eE Ofu) + 
then G is a directed graph, and if for every u e E O) = then G is an undirected 

graph. 
The sets V, E and VuE respectively are called vertex-set, edge-set and element set of 

the graph G. The binary relations I and O will respectively be called incidence and 

orientation of the graph G. 

If (u,i) e Iwe say that the edge u and the vertex i are incident in G. If (u) = {ij}, the 

edge u is said to join the vertices i andj in G; vertices i andj are the ends of the edge u. Ifi 

=j, i.e. |I(u)|=1, u is a loop, else, i.e. i *j u is sometimes called a link. The vertices i andj 

are called adjacent if there is a link joing them 

Two edges u and v are called adjacent ifu # v and there is a vertex incident to both u 

and v. 

Suppose that the edge u joins vertices i and j in G. If Ofu) = j} the edge u is said to 

be directed from i to j; the vertices i and j are then called initial and terminal vertex, 

respectively, and the ordered pair (, j) is the edge u. 
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An edge u of a graph G is called apfold edge ifp = |/v eE | lu) = I(v) and O(uy-

Ofv)}|. A graph having at least one p-fold edge, p > 2 is called a multigraph. A graph in 

which the multiplicity of cach edge does not exceedp will be refered to as p-fold graph or 

P-graph. 

An undirected graph without loops and without multiple edges will be referred to: 

simple graph. Directed graphs without loops and multiple edges will be called digraph. We 

may also define the notion of digraph in two different ways. Thus, a digraph G is a pair 

VE), where V is a nonempty vertex set and E c VxV is an edge set (set of ordered pair of 

vertex). Another definition for a digraph is a pair (V, I), where Vis a non-empty vertex set 

and : V>V is a multiple-value mapping in V. We have (i, j) e Eifand only ifj e I 

or I() eV| 6,j) e E}. For A c, r[A) = 
Ues T(). 

By T we denote the multiple-value mapping T': V>V, where I"() = {i e ie 

r} for ie. 
In the digraph G a walk from a vertex i to vertex j is defined as a finite sequence k 

u ku2: knl; 4nkr or a finite sequence [ko;k1,...;k,-1;kn] of vertices or a finite 

sequence [u1; u2; ..; un of edges, where n 20, ko= i, k, =j and up is the edge joining kp 
to kp for p = 1, 2, .., n. The i andj are called a path if no edges occur more that once in it. 

A graph G = (V, E) is a bipartite graph if exists Vi c V so that E c Vix (V- V). A 

bipartite graph G is denoted by (V, Va: E), where Va= V- Vi, or (V, Vi D. where 

T: Vi> V2 is a multiple-value mapping.

as 

A digraph G = (V, I) is a rooted iree with the root re Vif only if () = Ø and 

every i e V- fr} there is only walk from r to i, ie. |T(0=1. If |T| s 2, for every i e 
rooted tree is a binar rooted tree. Vertices i e Vhaving the property (i) = is called 

terminal vertex or leave. 

2. The Branch bound method 

This way of solving problems is applied usually to NP-complete problems which satisfy 
the following conditions: 

(i) the set of possible solutions of the problem P is a finit set S = {s1; S2; ...; Stfs 

i) there is a function f: S>R with the property that if a ES and f(a)=mingf) | xES} then a is an optimal solution of the problemP; 
(iii) there is a criterion to determinate (estimate) an upper bound of f{A) (i.e. f{A) can be 

that estimation); 

(iv) there is a criterion for decomposition of any subset A of S in two or more subsets D B, i.e. A = Bj UB2U... UB. 
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Having such a procedure we can make an labeled rooted tree. In every label of 
vertices there is a subset A c S, in explicit or implicit form, and a superior (inferior) border 

which estimate the sup f(4) called margin. Rooted tree will be developped by adding the 
adjacent vertices of the terminal vetex with smaller margin. The adjacent vertices 

corespond to the criterion of decomposition of A from the label of the selected terminal 

vertix. 

The development will be done until an optimal solution is obtained or from the label 
of the vertex results that 4 - (s}, and in this case it retains the value b of the margin. Then 

the development contimues only by the selection of those vertices which produce a value 

smaller or equal to b (i.e. the value of margins must indicate the obtaining of an admisible 

solution or a better or optimal solution). 

The rooted tree is initialized with only vertex labeled A = S. Because only the 

teminal vertices from the rooted tree are of interest, we may keep only those vertices 

represented as list type structure. 

For some problems fa) = max fx) |xeS} and borders estimate the inf HA), so they 

are minimal inferior borders for fA). 

3. Independent sets 

Let G (V, E) be a digraph. A subset S c Vis an independent set of vertices of G 

if and only if for any i, jeSwe have (i, j) e E. 

Properties 3.1. Let G (V, E) be a digraph. 

a) is an independent set; 
b) if S is an independent set then r(S) nS = Ø; 

c) if Sis an independent set and A cS, then A is also an independent set; 
d) if S and S2 are independent sets, then S; n S; is also an independent set. 

The independence number of the graph G is max {5S e }, and it is denoted by 

oG). An independent set S is maximum if |5|=o(G) and it is maximal if does not exist 

another independent set B with ScB and S#B. 

Remark 3.2. Any maximum independent set is also maximal, but the reciproc 

generaly is not true. 

Example 3.3. Consider the graph G = (V, E) where V = {I, 2, 3} and E= {(1.,2): 

(2,3). The independent sets of this graph are:D: {l}; (2/: (3}; {1,3/, the number of 

independence is 2, the maximal independence sets are {2/; {1,3) and the maximum 

independence set is {,3}. 

Problem 3.4. Compute the number of independence and all the maximum 

independent sets of a digraph G. 
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This problem is NP-complete [W194]. We give a branch and bound algorithm for 

this problem. The labels of the rooted tree are of type (A, B, b) where: 

AC is an independent set and all the desccndents of this vertex define th 

independent set that contain 4; 

Bc with the property that (A) T'(A) cB is the set of vertices which will
not go in the independent set defined by the label of the any descendent vertex in 

the rooted tree; 
b= |V-B] is a superior margin of the number of the vertices which can be added to 

the set 4 to obtain another independcnt set. 

Theorem 3.5. If (A, B, b) is the label of a vertex in the rooted tree then for every i 

-(4B) the set Auy1} is an independent set of the digraph G. 

Proof. 

TA)ASi}) = ((A)A)UTi)A)UTA)nfil)uri)nfi) 

Since A is an independent set it results that I(A) nA=Ø2 

From T4)Ur (ACB =rünA= and AnT)=O (otherwise ieB). 

The digraph is without loop, then r(i)nil=Ø. So r(A)nA=Ø, which means that A is 

independent set of the digraph G. 

Because of this property, the criterion of decomposition can be: choose ieV-(A UB) 
and add in rooted tree two descendent vertices with label (AU{i}, A UBUT()Ur" (i), V. 

(ABUT)Ur O) and respectively (4,BU{i}, |V-B|-1). From this criterion we obtain: 

Theorem 3.6. The vertices which have in label the superior margin 0 are terminal 
vertices and in that label A is independent set of G. 

After obtaining this type of vertex the a cardinal of all independent set found out will 
be held and only the vertices (4,B,b) of rooted tree for which |4| +b2a ill be developed. The vauea is modified every time when a vertex which margin 0 is obtained. For this 
operation the vertex for which the value |4|+b is maxim will be selected. 

4 Dominated sets 

Let G-(VE) be a digraph. A set Tof vertices is a dominated set if only if for any eV-T there isjeT such that (ij) eE. 

Properties 4.1. Let G-(V.E) be a digraph. 
a) is dominated set of G; 
b) If T is a dominated set and TcACY, then A is also a dominated set of G; c) If T, and 7; are two dominated sets, then TuT; is also a dominated set of G. The dominance number of the digraph G-(V,E) is min{ TI|T is dominated set} 

and it is denoted by p(G). The dominated set T with B(G)=|T| is a minimum dominateu 
set. The dominated set T for which if ACT and A is doninated set then A-T,is a minimu 
dominated set. 
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Remark 4.2. Every minimum dominated set is a minimal dominated set. The 

reciprocal is not generally true 

Example 4.3. In the digraph G(V.E), where V={1,2,3/ and E=/(1,2); (2,1); (2,3); 
(3,2)), the dominated sets are: {2}: {1,3} and {1,2,3), the number of dominance is 1, the 

minimum dominated set is (2) and the minimal dominated sets are (2) and {/,3 

Problem 4.4. Find the dominance number and all the minimum dominated sets ofa 

digraph G? 

This problem is also NP-complete and in order to solve it an algorithm of branch and 

bound type is preferable. 

Having a digraph G=(V.T) we associate to G a bipartite graph G'=(V, V:) like this: 

=" ieV} a new vertices set and A:V->V is a multiple-value mapping defined as 

Ar)=6'ljEA) orj=i}. Using the digraph G' the dominated sets of G are characterized by 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.5. In the digraph G=(V, ) the set TcV is a dominated set if and only if in 

the bipartite digraph G=(V,V: ) defined as above we have A (T)=V. 

Proof.() By definition of A we have A (T)EV. Let be i'eV. fieT then of course 

i'EA(T). IfieV-T then there isj eT such thatjei (from the definition of an dominated set), 
and then i'EjCAT. 

(IfieV-T then i'eV'=AT and there existsj ET such that i'eAj (from the definition 
of the A function), from where it results that ied G). Therefore Tis a dominated set of G. 

Branch and bound method for the determination of the minimum dominated 

sets. This method develop a rooted tree which has its vertices' labels (G';T,b), where G' is 
an reduced bipartite digraph (the procedure of reduction will be presented in the sequel); 

TcY (obtained after reduction) will be contained in all dominated sets defined by the 

terminal and descendent vertex of this vertex of rooted tree; b= | V| is a superior margin of 

the number of the vertices which must be put to the set T to obtain a dominated set of 

digraph G. 

The root is labeled with (G;T:b), where G'. T and b are obtained by using the 
procedure of reduction applied to G'associated to digraph G which was given. 

For the development of the rooted tree the vertex with (G; T:b) with the smallest 

b+ Tl is selected. To this vertex two succesor vertices are added, choosen as it follows:

it is ieV selected with A(i)=0; 

a succesor will be labeled with the G' obtained through the procedure of reduction 

applied to the bipartite digraph obtained from G'=(V.V: by V=V-{i} and V'=V-A); 

T-TUfil and b=|V|; 
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the other succesor will be labeled with the G' obtained through the redun: 

procedure applied to the G'with V=V-{i} and '=V; T' and b. 

The development of the rootcd tree gocs on untila vertex whose label has a the 

verities = will be obtained. 

tion 

that 

Remarks 4.6. (1) The bipartite graphs from the labels of the succesor are obtained 

from those labels of the father vertex by eliminating some vertices and of the edges incident 

to these vertices. 

(2) The bipartite digraphs from the labels of the rooted tree have the property that 
vieV A #)|22, and so by the elimination of some vertices and of the incident edges to 

them the vertices from V'are not becoming isolated. 
The reduction procedure. Parameters are G'=(V, V"; ) and T. 

while there existsj'e V with |A"()=1 do 

i:=A): 
T:=TU{i}; 
V:=V-{i}; 
=V-A(i): 

end. 

5. Proposed problems and their models 

Problem 5.1. If we have a chess table of 8x8 or generally nxm, what is the maximum 

number of the pieces of the same type (queens, horses, etc.) which can be set on the table 
such that any two pieces can not atack each other. Find out all the solutions to place the 

pieces. 

Solution. A digraph with 8x8=64 vertices or nm vertices in general case, will be 
built. Each vertex of the digraph corresponds to a chess table square. Two different vertices 

i andj are linked by an edge if and only if the pieces in the corespondent squares atack each 

other. We will find all the independent set of the digraph. An independent set shows the 

way of putting the pieces on the chess table. 

Problem 5.2. If we have a chess table of 8x8 or generaly nxm, what is the minimu number of the pieces of the same type (queens, horses, etc.) which can be set on the tabie 
so that any square of the table must be controlled and it's required to find all the soluto1 to display the pieces. 

Solution. Similarly we construct a digraph, two different vertices i andj are linkea o an edge if and only if the chess piece set in the square which coresponds to the verc controls he square which coresponds to the vertex j. We'l find out all the mini dominated sets of the digraph. A minimum dominated set indicates the way of putting pieces on the chess table. 

x 

m 

the 
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6. Conclusions

We have presented an analytical form of the branch and bound method, and some 

methods to solve graph problems with it. 

In RA74] and [TT92] a branch type algorithm (just branched!) which finds out all 

the independent sets of a digraph is presented. This algorithm was updated with the bound 
procedure as the one described before. In [TI175] and [RR84] an algorithm (Bednareck-

Taulbee) which finds out maximal independent sets of a digraph is presented. But the 

family of the maximal independent sets is bigger that the one of the maximum independent 

set, so this algorithm doesn't work for our problem. 

In [BC69]. [RA74], [RR84] and [TT92] an algorithm which finds out some () 

minimum dominated sets is presented. Why doesn't it determine all of them? This 

algorithm uses a pretty tough condition to eliminate the vertices: if there are two vertices i 

andj with the property that A(i)c AG) in the digraph G, then it eliminates the vertex i from 

the digraph G'. This condition is not proven and it can provoke the losing of some solutions 

lot of times, like in the following example. 

Example 6.1. Let G-(V.E) be a digraph where ={1,2,3,4} and E=((1,2); (2,3): 
(3,1): (3,2): (4.3)}. It may easily be verified that the dominance number of this digraph is 2. 

The minimum dominated sets of G are {1,3/, (2,3} and (2,4). The bipartite digraph 
associated to G is built, it may be noted that A(l)C A2) and a(4)c A3). If we will follow 

old algorithm we will obtain just a single solution {2,3}. 

The algorithm presented in the papers mentioned before was completed with the 

brach procedure and the assignment of labels to the vertices of the rooted tree as it was 
described even more. Moreover, in algorithm the procedure coresponding to the condition 

Aic A) was eliminated. 
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